
Our growing company is hiring for an associate, health. We appreciate you taking
the time to review the list of qualifications and to apply for the position. If you
don’t fill all of the qualifications, you may still be considered depending on your
level of experience.

Responsibilities for associate, health

Answer questions regarding services or billing
Writing, testing and executing programs in SQL and/or SAS to merge data
from different sources, conduct analysis, and develop reports supporting
epidemiological studies
Contribute to a project team conducting ongoing evaluation, data analysis,
and descriptive products characterizing the relationships between exposures
and healthcare outcomes of unique subpopulations (e.g., veterans, military
service members)
Developing solutions to complex problems requiring a background in health,
epidemiology, database management and/or quantitative research
Direct the activities of other team members as necessary
Support requests for technical assistance related to TBI in the areas of
information and referral services, professional training, screening and
resource facilitation
Take a lead role in research design and proposal development, including
gathering costs from operations and developing project budgets
Delivering research projects from commissioning to the delivery of insight
Lead role in questionnaire (and discussion guide) design and development
Project management for complex projects, including handling day-to-day
issues, monitoring the budget, collaboration/coordination with internal
groups, leading client contact
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Must be able to demonstrate a working knowledge of Microsoft Excel
spreadsheets
Strong background working with cross functional teams, designers, and
programmers to identify requirements, provide cost analysis, assist with
creating user interfaces, and develop implementation timelines
Experience in gathering requirements, In-depth understanding of project life-
cycle, including all phases of system and software development
Proven track record in testing, quality assurance, and networking superior
communication, presentation, and interpersonal skills and cool stuffs
Strong educational background and a BA/BS in Business, Public
Administration/Policy, Government, Political Science, Operations Research,
Computer Science, Economics or other relevant discipline
1-3 years experience related to information security and privacy desired


